ABSTRACT
in the rat piriform cortex, which is maintained for days after training. To explore the 23 mechanisms by which such synaptic enhancement occurs, we recorded spontaneous 24 miniature excitatory and inhibitory synaptic events in identified piriform cortex 25 neurons from odor-trained, pseudo-trained and naïve rats. 26 We show that olfactory-discrimination learning induces profound 
Introduction

55
Rats that are trained in an olfactory-discrimination (OD) task demonstrate a 56 dramatic increase in their capability to acquire memories of new odors, once they 57 have learned the first discrimination task. Acquisition of such skill is termed 'rule 58 learning ' (Saar et al., 1998; 1999) . A line of evidence show that OD rule-learning 59 results with widespread enhancement of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic 60 transmission in the piriform cortex, which lasts for days (Saar et al., 1999; 2002;  61 Knafo et al., 2005; Brosh and Barkai, 2009) . 62 Modulation of post synaptic AMPA receptors (AMPAR) has been long 63 suggested to have a key role in the early cellular events leading to learning and 64 memory formation (Malinow and Malenka, 2002; Kessels and Malinow, 2009) . 65 Enhanced AMPAR expression was shown in lateral amygdala neurons after fear 66 conditioning (Rumpel et al., 2005) and cue-reward learning (Tye et al., 2008) , and in 67 hippocampal neurons after inhibitory avoidance training (Whitlock et al., 2006) . In 68 these forms of learning, post synaptic AMPAR trafficking occurs within less than an 69 hour after training, and lasts for several hours (Whitlock et al., 2006) . This time frame 70 is consistent with the notion that such modulation in AMPAR expression is only the 71 first step in long-term memory formation, which is then maintained by 'hardwired' 72 modifications in synaptic connectivity and single spine morphology (Bourne et al., 4 enhancement of inhibitory synaptic transmission onto proximal dendrites of piriform 86 cortex pyramidal neurons (Brosh and Barkai, 2009) . 87 The mechanism underlying the OD learning-induced long-lasting 88 modifications in synaptic transmission is yet to be described. Indirect evidences 89 implicate both pre-and post-synaptic processes: Reduced paired-pulse facilitation of 90 excitatory and inhibitory synaptic potentials (Saar et al., 1999; Brosh and Barkai 91 2009) implies that synaptic release is enhanced after learning, but does not rule out 92 post synaptic modifications. Also, enhanced rate of rise of evoked excitatory post-93 synaptic potentials (Saar et al, 2002) in the pseudo-trained group were rewarded in a random fashion, upon choosing any 118 odor. The criterion for learning was at least 80% positive-cue choices in the last 10 119 trials of a training day (Staubli et al., 1987; Saar et al., 1999 Saar et al., , 2001 . Rats in the naive 120 group were water deprived, but not exposed to the maze.
121
Our previous studies show that two learning phases can be clearly distinguished (Saar + 5% CO 2 ) normal saline Ringers' (N.S.R.) solution (in mM: NaCl 124, KCl 3, 138 MgSO 4 2, NaH 2 PO 4 1.25, NaHCO 3 26, CaCl 2 2 and glucose 10) . figure 2C ).
214
To further explore the nature of this change, amplitude-distribution histograms of 215 miniature events were constructed for each neuron. In neurons from the control 216 groups, a sharp peak was always apparent around the value of 5 pA, with steep decay 217 of the curve, showing just few events with amplitudes higher than 12.5 pA (more than 218 two standard deviations above the average in controls) ( figure 3A ). In neurons from 219 trained rats, amplitude-distribution curves showed a first peak similar to that in 220 controls, but the curve decayed at a much lower rate (figure 3B). High amplitude events were frequently apparent, and significant amount of events had amplitudes 222 higher than 12.5 pA.
223
Notably, in about a quarter of the neurons recorded from trained rats (6 neurons out of was measured for each detected event from peak to 1/3 the amplitude of the event. 
